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PRESS RELEASE – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

 
 

Metro Aviation continues to deliver cutting edge advantage for Texas 
DPS  

 
21 JUN 2022 – Shreveport, La. –  

Metro Aviation recently completed and delivered a new H125 for the Texas Department of Public Safety. Working in 
conjunction with aviation technology and wireless communications leader CNC Technologies, Metro customized the 
aircraft to meet the Texas DPS’s specific mission needs. The result is the most advanced law enforcement aerial 
mission platform completed to date by Metro’s Louisiana-based completion center. 
 
The aircraft is the first in the Texas DPS fleet to be outfitted with the TrakkaBeam TLX search light, and the Boost 
Human External Cargo (HEC) system. The HEC System features a quick-release hook assembly that can remain on 
the helicopter during non-HEC operations, maintenance requirements are reduced and helicopter availability is 
optimized. Metro’s team also installed the latest Wescam MX10 and Shotover ARS real-time augmented reality 
mapping system. 
 
“Texas DPS is proud to take delivery of our newest H125 from Metro Aviation, adding another great airborne law 
enforcement asset to our fleet.  This specific helicopter was spec’d with the latest avionics, mapping, thermal imaging, 
video downlink and communication technology on the market,” said Major Marcus Tomerlin from the department’s 
Aircraft Operations Division. “It will be deployed to one of our border regions in south Texas.  This specific helicopter 
will assist Texas with its mission in securing our southern border and providing an additional level of public safety to 
our citizens and law enforcement partners.” 
 
Metro Aviation is proud to have a strong partnership with Texas DPS, completing several aircraft for the agency and 
providing a cutting-edge advantage for completing their public safety missions.  
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About Metro Aviation: 

Metro Aviation, Inc., based in Shreveport, Louisiana, United States is a worldwide provider of completion services for all 

missions and types of helicopters and specializes in the EC135 and EC145 with several Supplemental Type Certificates 

(STC) developed by the company for these and other aircraft.  Metro is an FAA approved repair station, approved Airbus 

(Eurocopter) Service Center and FAR Part 135 air medical operations provider at several locations across the United 

States. The company is privately held and is one of the largest traditional air medical providers in the country. For 

additional information regarding Metro Aviation, Inc. and any of its products or services, please contact Kristen King 

Holmes at 318.698.5200 or kking@metroaviation.com. 
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